Patterns (or regex-based expressions) are widely used to constrain the format of a domain (or a column), e.g., a Year column should contain only four digits, and thus a value like "1980-" might be a typo. Moreover, integrity constraints (ICs) defined over multiple columns, such as (conditional) functional dependencies and denial constraints, e.g., a ZIP code uniquely determines a city in the UK, have been widely used in data cleaning. However, a promising, but not yet explored, direction is to combine regex-and IC-based theories to capture data dependencies involving partial attribute values. For example, in an employee ID such as"F-9-107", "F" is sufficient to determine the finance department.
INTRODUCTION
Functional dependencies (FDs) [4] and their different variants, e.g., conditional functional dependencies (CFDs) [12] , * Work done while at QCRI. have been widely used in data cleaning and other data management tasks such as query optimization and data modeling. In addition, patterns (or regex-based expressions) are widely used to specify the format of a set of values in a given domain, e.g., a Year column should contain only four digits. Nevertheless, all previous integrity constraints (ICs), including FDs and CFDs, are limited to work on the entire attribute values and do not exploit the intrinsic knowledge carried out by partial attribute values in the form of patterns.
We introduce pattern functional dependencies (PFDs), a new type of ICs that combines dependency-and regex-based theories.
Error Detection with Traditional ICs
Next, we discuss how traditional ICs, in particular FDs and CFDs, are used for detecting data errors.
Example 1: Consider two tables: D1 with the schema (name, gender) in Table 1 , and D2 over the schema (zip, city) in Table 2 , respectively. Erroneous cells, r4 [gender] in D1 and s4 [city] in D2, are annotated in pink. Their correct values, F and Los Angeles, are shown and highlighted in green.
[FDs.] Suppose the following FDs are defined on these tables: FDs where ϕ1 states that name uniquely determines gender in table Name, and ϕ2 says that zip uniquely determines city in table Zip.
Clearly, ϕ1 cannot detect the error r4[gender] in D1, because there is no other tuple r : (Susan Boyle, F) in D1 -an FD requires two tuples to cause a violation [4] . Similarly, ϕ2 cannot detect the error s4[city] in D2.
[CFDs.] One possible, but very expensive, way to detect errors in D1 and D2 is by using many constant CFDs, as shown below: CFDs where φ1 means that in table Name, if someone's name is John Charles, then his gender value should be M. The other constant CFDs (φ2-φ8) can be interpreted similarly. This method is impractical because it would amount to knowing the entire ground truth for all tuples. 2
Key Observation
One fundamental limitation of previous ICs (such as FDs and CFDs), which will be addressed in this paper, is that they enforce data dependencies using the entire attribute values. Consequently, they cannot specify the fine-grained semantics found in partial attribute values. For example, given a column of full names, sometimes first names are actually sufficient, and more meaningful than full names, to determine the gender.
Our key observation is that by relaxing the limitation of previous FDs of operating on entire attribute values, we are able to introduce a new type of dependencies that can capture partial attribute values that follow some regex-like patterns. For example, in D1, the first name is enough to determine gender, e.g., John is a male and Susan is a female; and in D2, the first three digits of zip, e.g., 900, are sufficient to determine the city Los Angeles.
Example 2: Let us now consider a new type of pattern-based constraints: PFDs where λ1/λ2 states that if someone's first name is John/Susan, then the gender should be M/F (\A * matches any string, which will be defined later; and λ3 says that if a five-digit zip code starts by 900, then the city is Los Angeles (\D{2} matches any two consecutive digits). Clearly, λ2 can detect error r4 [gender] in D1 and λ3 can detect error s4[city] in D2.
Alternatively, consider two other constraints as follows: PFDs where λ4 states that one's first name uniquely determines one's gender for table Name (assuming that name is written as first name followed by last name) (\LU matches any upper case letter and \LL * matches any consecutive lower case letters); and λ5 states that the first 3 digits of a 5-digit zip code determines the city for table Zip. These two PFDs (λ4 and λ5) are defined over a pair of tuples, e.g., two tuples match as specified by the left hand side (LHS) of λ4 if they both satisfy the pattern \LU\LL * \ \A * , and their first names are the same, which is enforced by \LU\LL * \ . λ4 can detect error r4[gender] by comparing r3 and r4: they have the same first name Susan but different gender, which identifies a violation consisting of four cells (r3 [ 
Contributions
We summarize our notable contributions below.
1. We introduce PFDs, a new type of ICs, based on our key observation that data dependencies can be captured by partial attribute values (see real-world examples in Table 3 ). We also describe their semantics. (Section 2) 2. We provide an inference system for PFDs, similar to Armstrong's axioms for FDs, and provide an analysis over PFDs in terms of consistency and implication. (Section 3) 3. We devise an effective and efficient algorithm to automatically discover PFDs from dirty datasets. Note that, although profiling ICs from clean data [13, 3] has been widely studied, discovering them from dirty data is known to be much harder [5, 8] . (Section 4) 4. We conduct extensive experiments on 15 real-world datasets. The results show that our discovery algorithm can effectively find valid dependencies with an average precision and recall of 78% and 93%, respectively. Furthermore, it can detect errors that cannot be found by other FDs with an average precision of 65%. Table 3 shows sample PFDs (the dependencies and some of the tuples in their tableaux), as well as the errors that these PFDs were able to uncover. (Section 5)
Moreover, Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 provides all proofs for Section 3. Section 8 closes this paper by providing concluding remarks and discussing future work.
2.PATTERN FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES

Syntax
We first discuss (regex-like) patterns that we use for modeling partial attribute values. Intuitively, the class of general regular expressions could be used. However, this class is too large for our purpose. In addition, it complicates the problems Figure 1 : A Generalization Tree (i.e., high time complexity) of discovering and applying PFDs, e.g., checking the equivalence of two regular expressions is PSPACE-complete [38] . Fortunately, for finding data-driven patterns, simple patterns are typically sufficient, as it has been shown in [18, 31] .
Generalization Tree. A generalization tree is a tree defined over an alphabet Σ, where each leaf node is a character in Σ and each intermediate node is a generalization of its child nodes. The generalization tree used in this paper ( Figure 1 ) contains upper case letters [A-Z], lower case letters [a-z], digits [0-9], and other symbols. Here, represents the empty string.
Patterns.
A pattern P is a sequence of characters defined over the generalization tree. For strings α and β, α{N } means N repetitions of α, α & β is the logical and of α and β, α+ means one-or-more repetitions, and the Kleene star operator α * denotes zero-or-more repetitions. We do not consider recursive patterns such as (α+) * . The benefits of employing a simple definition of patterns, in contrast to complicated regular expressions, are manifold: (1) they are easy to specify, (2) they are easy to discover, (3) they are easy to apply, (4) they are easy to reason about, and (5) most importantly, they are enough to detect most errors that more general regular expressions can find in practice. It will still be safe to use regular expressions to replace the patterns defined above; the semantics of PFDs and the axioms for PFD inference (Section 3.1) will remain the same. However, the complexity of reasoning, discovering, and applying PFDs will be much higher.
Pattern Matching. A string s matches a pattern P , denoted by s → P , if s is evaluated to be true by P ; the value satisfies the pattern definition. For example, 90001 → \D{5}. Also, it is easy to see that the patterns used in this paper can be converted to non-deterministic finite automata (NFAs) in polynomial time. Obviously, checking whether a string is accepted by a pattern, two patterns are equivalent, or whether one pattern is contained by another can be done in PTIME [9] . Only if a string is accepted by the NFA of a pattern, it is considered to match the pattern.
Constrained Patterns. Let R be a relation and P = \A * Q\A * be a regular expression that generates a subset of the values in attribute B ∈ R. The pattern Q is called a constrained pattern and denoted by Q if ∀s, s ∈ B, the portions of s and s that match Q should be exactly the same. The main purpose of introducing constrained patterns is to model the equivalence of two strings when their constrained substrings are the same. For instance, the last two constraints in the motivating examples in the introduction define two constraints where the first name are the same and the first 3-digit are equal, respectively. More specifically, given two strings s and s , s and s are equivalent w.r.t. a constrained pattern Q, denotes by s ≡ Q s , if s(Q) = s (Q), where s(Q) represents the portion of s that matches the expression Q. It is worth noting that the constrained patterns provide better equivalence between strings than the simple approximate string matching. Figure 2 : Sample PFDs Example 3: [Constrained Patterns.] One sample constrained pattern is Q = \LU\LL * \ \A * from the constraint λ4 presented in the introduction. It is used on the name attribute to enforce the matching over the first name. Another constrained pattern example is Q = \LU\LL * \ \A * \LU\LL * , which can be used to enforce the matching over both the first name and the last name, but with an arbitrary number of middle names.
The embedded patterns of Q and Q are \LU\LL * \ \A * and \LU\LL * \ \A * \LU\LL * , respectively. Obviously, Q ⊆ Q, i.e., pattern Q is contained by Q, and Q ⊆ Q, i.e., Q is a restricted constrained pattern of Q.
Consider two names in A special case of the string equivalence s ≡ Q s is when Q is a constant and Q is constraining this entire constant (e.g., M for the gender male). In such a case, strings s1 and s2 must be exactly the same (e.g., M for male).
In the rest of the paper, we limit our discussions to the case of Q with only one constrained part (e.g., Q but not Q , both from Example 3). This is observed based on our empirical study over many real-world datasets -more than one constrained part is not common in practice.
Pattern Functional Dependencies (PFDs). A PFD ψ defined over schema R is a pair R(X → Y, Tp), where:
1. X and Y are sets of attributes from R, 2. X → Y is a standard FD, called an embedded FD, and 3. Tp is a tableau with all attributes in X and Y , where for attribute A in X or Y and each tuple tp ∈ Tp, tp[A] is either a constrained pattern that matches values in dom(A), or an unnamed variable '⊥' that is used as a wildcard.
Along the same notation convention of CFDs [12] , we separate attributes X and Y of a tuple in Tp with ' '. If X ∩Y = ∅, for each attribute A ∈ X ∩ Y , we use AL for the attribute A in X indicating the LHS, and AR for the attribute A in Y indicating the right hand side (RHS, for short). For any PFD to make sense when X ∩ Y = ∅, we have tp[AL] ⊆ tp[AR] for each tp ∈ Tp. Also, we simply write ψ as (X → Y, Tp) when R is clear from the context.
Example 5: [PFDs.] The constraints λ1-λ5 given in the introduction can be expressed as PFDs (Figure 2 ). 2
Remark. Data types can be classified into quantitative values that typically have meaning as a measurement (for example, a person's height) or a count (for example, a person's stock shares), and qualitative values that are non-statistical and hence cannot be aggregated (for example, one cannot compute the average value of two zip codes). Semantically and intuitively, (functional) data dependencies (e.g., FDs [4] , CFDs [12] , fixing rules [41] , and Sherlock rules [20] ) apply only on qualitative values, not on quantitative values. In contrast, constraints on quantitative values (e.g., metric dependencies [23] , differential dependencies [37] ) are not functional. PFDs are defined on qualitatively values.
Semantics
Intuitively, the tableau Tp of ψ : R(X → Y, Tp) constrains the FD R(X → Y ) embedded in ψ by specifying data dependencies on partial attribute values in X and Y . In order for a PFD to hold, the constrained patterns in tp ∈ Tp should be matched by a predefined number of tuples that is called the support of the PFD. A data tuple t ∈ T matches a tuple tp ∈ Tp, denoted by t → tp, if for each attribute A ∈ X ∪ Y , t[A] can be generated by the regular expression in tp [A] . Table 2) , and the PFDs given in Figure 2 .
[Violations of a Single Tuple.] Tuple r1 in Table 1 satisfies
[Violations of Two Tuples.] Tuples (r1, r2) satisfy PFD ψ2, but tuples (r3, r4) violates ψ2 (they have the same first name Susan but different gender, F for r3 and M for r4, which causes a violation). Similarly, tuples (s1, s2) in Table 2 satisfy the PFD ψ4 in Figure 2 , but (s1, s4), (s2, s4) and (s3, s4) violate ψ4.
2
As shown in Example 6, both ψ1 and ψ2 can detect the erroneous cell r4 [gender] . Seemingly, ψ2 is more general than ψ1. However, there are two notable cases. First, if r3 is not present in Table 1 , ψ1 can still detect r4[gender] as an error, but ψ2 cannot, because there is no enough redundancy in the data. Second, ψ2 may detect violations if Table 1 has many unisex name such as Kim, which are actually not errors. Hence, the generalization of patterns is a double-edged sword and should be used carefully -an expert could validate a generalized PFD only if she can ensure that there are no exceptional cases.
For brevity, we also introduce a normal form for PFDs where the RHS consists of a single attribute, as R(X → A, Tp), where X is a set of attributes and A is a single attribute, which are also commonly used by FDs and CFDs.
FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS
Inference Axioms for PFDs
We develop axioms for PFDs, analogous to Armstrong's Axioms for FDs [4] and the inference system for CFDs [12] .
Let X, Y, Z be subsets of attributes from relation R, and A, B be attributes of R. For simplicity, we write XY for the union of two sets of attributes X and Y instead of X ∪Y , and XA for the union of a set of attribute X and one attribute A instead of X ∪ {A}. Also, given a PFD ψ : R(X → Y, Tp), since tuples in Tp are independent from each other, it is sufficient to reason about R(X → Y, tp) for each tp ∈ Tp.
We are now ready to present the axioms for PFD inference, which are shown in Figure 3 .
Reflexivity. If A ∈ X, then R(X → A, tp) where the constrained pattern for A in the LHS of the PFD (or AL for short) is a restricted form of the constrained pattern for A in the RHS of the PFD (or AR for short), i.e., tp[AL] ⊆ tp[AR].
Consider the Name table (Table 1) , we have a PFD Name(name → name, (John\A * \LU\LL * \ \A * )), meaning that two persons both having the first name John determines that they have the same first name.
Inconsistency-EFQ. Let SB be a subset of the domain dom(B) of B. For a set Ψ of PFDs, we say that B ∈ SB is consistent w.r.t. Ψ if for any value c ∈ SB, there exists an instance T with a tuple t ∈ T such that t[B] = c and T |= Ψ. B ∈ SB is not consistent if for each B-value in SB, such an instance T does not exist. We will study the consistency of PFDs in more detail in Section 3.2. The Inconsistency-EFQ axiom derives R(B → Y, tp) for arbitrary attributes Y and their patterns if tp[B] is contained in SB and B ∈ SB is not consistent with the current set Ψ of PFDs. This is similar to the principle of explosion (EFQ) in the natural deduction system [6] .
, where the pattern does not change for X and Y , i.e., t p [XY ] = tp[XY ], and the pattern for A in the LHS is the same as the pattern for A in the RHS, i.e., t p [AL] = t p [AR]. The axiom states that adding a new attribute A (i.e., t p [AL] = t p [AR]) does not change the basic dependency between X and Y .
. Note that transitivity applies only when patterns in t p for Y subsume patterns in tp for Y .
Reduction. This axiom is carried over from CFDs [12] , it is needed to remove useless attributes from the LHS of a PFD. Intuitively, given a PFD R(XB → A, tp), if B is a wildcard and A is a constant, the constrained patterns on A must come from X and not from B. Hence, it is safe to drop attribute B from the LHS of such PFDs.
Reflexivity
LHS-Generalization Remark. In contrast to prior work on inference axioms for FDs [4] and CFDs [12] , Inconsistency-EFQ and LHSgeneralization are new axioms dictated by the patterns introduced by PFDs. This justifies the novelty and fundamental difference between PFDs and prior work. The axioms of reflexivity, augmentation, and transitivity extend standard Armstrong's axioms for FDs, the axiom of reduction is extended from CFDs.
Implication. Given a set Ψ of PFDs and a PFD ψ, the implication problem for PFDs is to determine whether Ψ implies ψ, denoted by Ψ ψ, i.e., whether for all instances T of R, if T Ψ then T ψ.
Finite axiomatizability. PFDs are finitely axiomatizable. Indeed, the axioms in Figure 3 provide an inference system that is sound and complete for logical implication of PFDs. Below we first formalize the notion of finite axiomatizability of PFDs, i.e., soundness and completeness for logical implication of PFDs. We then prove that the inference axioms do provide a finite axiomatization of PFDs.
Over attributes U , let Ψ be a set of PFDs and ψ another PFD, A proof of ψ from Ψ using set I of axioms is a sequence of PFDs ψ1, . . . , ψn = ψ(n ≥ 1) such that for each i ∈ [1, n], either (a) ψi ∈ Ψ, or (b) there exists a substitution for some rule ρ ∈ I such that ψi corresponds to the consequent of ρ such that for each PFD in the antecedent of ρ the corresponding PFD is in the set {ψj | 1 ≤ j < i}.
The PFD ψ is provable from Ψ using I given U , denoted by Ψ I ψ, if there exists a proof of ψ from Ψ using I.
Here I refers to the inference axioms in Fig. 3 . We write Ψ ψ instead of Ψ I ψ when I is clear from the context. 
Consistency
The consistency problem is to check whether there is a conflict given a set of ICs. As studied in CFDs [12] , although a set of FDs is always consistent, a set of CFDs may be inconsistent. Similarly, PFDs may also be inconsistent, e.g., any inconsistent set of CFDs is also a set of inconsistent PFDs. The consistency problem for PFDs is to determine, given a set Ψ of PFDs defined over a relational schema R, whether there exists a nonempty instance T of R such that T Ψ. Please see Section 7.3 for the proof. Theorem 3 tells us that, in contrast to CFDs whose consistency is PTIME decidable when all domains are infinite [12] , the consistency analysis for PFDs remains NP-hard even over infinite domains. This further highlights the fundamental difference between PFD and CFD.
DISCOVERING PFDS
Essentially, PFDs represent some latent knowledge that captures the dependencies between partial attribute values in a table. Consider Tables 1 and 2 , the knowledge we want to discover is shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Here, " X" denotes that the values in this column are substrings of the original column, e.g., " name" means that values in this column are substrings of the name values. This observation will serve as a guide for discovering PFDs.
The Brute-Force Solution
A simple method for discovering PFDs, from A to B, is to enumerate all combinations of substrings of t[A] and t[B] for each tuple t, group substrings of all A-values based on exact string matching, and make a decision based on a function f using the information on the corresponding substrings in B.
Example 7: [The Brute-force Solution.] Assume that we want to find PFDs from name to gender (Table 1) . A brute-force solution works as follows:
Step Clearly, the brute-force approach does not work in practice due to the following challenges: (C1.) Huge number of attribute combinations. The number of attribute combinations for X → Y is exponential for sets of attributes X and Y , and quadratic for single attributes A → B, w.r.t. the number of attributes in relation R. (C2.) Huge number of substrings. Given a string s1, the number of its substrings is |s1|(|s1| + 1)/2 where |s1| is the length of s1. Given two strings s1 and s2, the number of substring combinations is |s1||s2|(|s1| + 1)(|s2| + 1)/4, for a single attribute PFD A → B. (C3.) High recall but low precision. While such an approach may find all correct partial dependencies, it may unavoidably include meaningless partial value dependencies as well.
Restrictions from Practical Perspectives
Before optimizing the aforementioned brute-force solution, we discuss some restrictions based on the insights we identified from the real-world datasets we have worked with.
(i) String Tokenization. Special characters, such as "−" in F-9-107 and "\ " in John\ Charles, often provide strong signals to extract meaningful substrings. Hence, when these special characters (or signals) are present, we should leverage them to tokenize a string.
(ii) Report Dependencies with Minimum Coverage. The coverage of a PFD is the number of records that contain its patterns. Without any restrictions, we may always be able to find at least one PFD between any two attributes. Hence, we report a dependency between A and B only if the PFDs in the tableau accumulate a coverage above a set threshold. This restriction is based on the intuition that PFDs with high coverage give a stronger signal about the dependency.
(iii) Report PFDs with Large Support and Minimal Noise. We define two important parameters to reduce false positives: (a) the minimum support K, which represents the minimum number of records that the pattern should appear in to report the PFD that includes the pattern as a valid PFD and (b) δ, the ratio of allowed violations, which represents the ratio of the patterns which are different from the main pattern that may appear in the dependent attribute values. For example, if pattern p1 appears in n records in the LHS and pattern p2 appeared in more than n−(δ * 100) in the RHS, we declare p1 → p2 as a valid PFD for the embedded dependency.
(iv) Avoid Unnecessary Checks. A PFD ψ : (X → Y, Tp) can be decomposed to ψi : (X → Bi, Tp i ), ∀B ∈ Y , restricting the right hand side to single attribute only so as to avoid unnecessary attribute combinations in the RHS. Moreover, PFDs of the type ψ : (X → A, Tp) when A ∈ X are considered trivial dependencies. We ignore trivial PFDs in this work.
For generalizable PFDs, we used the attribute-set lattice from [19] to mine the PFDs at level n + 1 of the lattice after pruning the sets of attributes based on the discovered dependencies in level n. The level number n represents the number of attributes that should be in the LHS of the PFD. In case of constant PFDs discovery, we ignore testing dependencies when the coverage of the frequent patterns in the combination of the attributes cannot be greater than the minimum coverage.
The above restrictions suggest the followings. Restriction (i) can significantly reduce the number of substrings to be considered, and thus addressing Challenge C2, and restrictions (ii, iii) reduces the number of false positives significantly. A positive side effect of the above restrictions is that it will increase the precision, without reducing the recall, by discarding many meaningless substrings, i.e., and thus addressing Challenge C3.
Restriction (iv) tells us that we do not need to traverse the full lattice to check for dependencies, allowing us to avoid a reasonable number of unnecessary tests. Hence, restriction (iv) is used to tackle Challenge C1.
An Efficient Algorithm
The algorithm to discover PFDs by leveraging the above practical restrictions is shown in Figure 4 . Given a table and a function to decide whether a set of values forms a PFD as input, it outputs a set of PFDs. The algorithm first profiles the data to prune attributes for which PFDs cannot be found (line 1). For example, we drop all columns with pure numerical (i.e., quantitative) values. We then treat all remaining combinations of columns as potential dependencies for PFDs. Thus, the algorithm will be able to detect PFDs with multiple attributes on the LHS. The profiling process also decides whether to Tokenize or to use NGrams for each attribute to extract partial patterns (lines 2-3). Then we create an index (hash-based inverted list) for the patterns in the different attributes of the table (lines 5-11). The index stores the pattern and its position in the value as a key and the tuple ids in which the pattern appeared in that position. The patterns are extracted either using Tokenize or NGrams based on the decision made by the function "Tokenize or NGrams". Tokenize is based on restriction (i), mentioned earlier whereas NGrams takes an attribute value as input and outputs all the n-grams up to the length of the largest value in the column.
After that, for each candidate dependency, the algorithm checks whether there are patterns that can be used to form a PFD (lines 13-28). We pick the attribute A with the largest number of frequent patterns from attributes in the LHS of the candidate PFD to be our starting attribute. For each token/ngram of h[A] (line 16), we check all the tokens/n-grams in the returns True if the length of |SX | = n is greater than the minimum support K and the length of SB is greater than n−(δ * 100) records. The PFDs for each candidate dependency ψ with a coverage greater than the minimum coverage will be checked for generalization and either the generalized PFD ψg or the constant PFD ψ will be added to the result (lines [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The final result will be returned (line 29).
Since some of the constant PFDs discovered so far may be generalizable to variable PFDs, such as from Figure 2 (a) to Figure 2 (b), we further process ψ to check if a variable PFD ψg can be discovered. More specifically, for each attribute A ∈ X, Generalize(ψ) (line 23) checks all the constrained patterns in the PFDs from A and tries to find a general form that can represent all of them. If the general constrained pattern can be found, it is applied on all the values of the attribute even those in which the pattern frequency is less than the minimum support. The same process is applied on the dependent attribute B (the RHS) of ψ. If the general PFD is satisfied with a set of violations less than a given threshold, it is reported to replace the constant PFDs. The PFDs λ4 and λ5 in the introduction are examples of general (variable PFDs). Table 6 , the algorithm decides After discovering λi (i ∈ [1, 4]), we find that these PFDs cover 80% of the records. The algorithm then looks for a general form of the discovered PFDs, which would be in this case λ : ([name = \LU\LL * \ \A * , country] → [gender]).
Example 8: Consider
Here the algorithm discovered that the full values in the country attribute and the first token of the name attribute, which are represented as a restricted pattern of a single uppercase letter followed by any number of lowercase letters, should be considered. It then applies the rule on the rest of the records which are r9 and r10. Since these records do not violate the general PFD λ, the algorithm reports the general PFD λ instead of the constant PFDs λi (i ∈ [1, 4] 
Optimizations
Substring Pruning. Note that in the hash table, some entries could be substrings of other entries. Moreover, if they also have the same set of tuples, then we do not need to keep all of them. Take Table 2 for example, the values 900, 9000, and 90000 are associated with tuples {s1, s2, s3, s4}. In this case, we pick the most specific one, i.e., 90000.
Single Semantics. Given attributes A and B and assuming that values in A are homogeneous, if substrings of A-values can determine B-values, then most likely these substrings have one semantic explanation, e.g., the first name in the first token determines gender, or the first digit of a zip code determines a city. This single semantics is often reflected by the positional information of the tokens. Hence, we can group many tokens from the same attribute based on their positions and pick the group with the largest size.
Selecting PFDs
The discovery of ICs is a data-driven mining approach with no guarantee that the discovered ICs are genuine. The basic reason is that the function f to decide whether a dependency is a PFD is syntactic, not semantic, and the result is thus data dependent. Obviously, our algorithm will produce both true positives and false positives, so do all other IC discovery algorithms [8] . However, these algorithms, including ours, are very valuable in practice, for several reasons: (1) Human Effort. Compared with asking a human to manually provide PFDs, discovering candidate PFDs and then involving a human to select genuine ones is more practical in terms of the required human effort.
(2) Automatic and Explainable Repairs. Automatic data repairing is hard to operate in real applications if the repair algorithm is a black-box which cannot be explained. In case of wrong repairs, there is no explanation about why the mistake happened. Automatic and explainable repairs are widely used in industry, such as ETL rules, which are usually manually coded. Moreover, the explainability enables interactive debugging of the results [26] , maintenance [7] , and explicit specification of domain knowledge [16] .
EXPERIMENTS
Datasets. We used 15 tables (five datasets from each repository) from data.gov (GOV) (an open data repository from the US government), ChEMBL (CHE (a public chemical database), and University Data Warehouse (UDW) (a private repository from the administration of a large university). Details are shown in the top part of Table 7 . These tables have less than 10 attributes, with the primary purpose of making their manual annotation feasible.
Baselines. We consider two state-of-the-art algorithms for discovering FDs and CFDs, namely FDep [14] and CFDFinder [12, 13] , respectively. We use the implementations provided by Metanome [28] . We use the default parameter setting, except for the confidence value, which was set to 0.995 instead of 1 to allow CFDFinder to discover CFDs over dirty data. All datasets and code are available at https://github.com/ daqcri/PFD_Experiments. The demo delivered at SIGMOD [33] is available at https://github.com/daqcri/PFD_Demo.
PFD vs. CFD Discovery
In this experiment, we evaluate how good our method is in discovering dependencies that cannot be discovered by existing methods. We compared our method with the FDep [14] and CFDFinder [12, 13] . We manually verified the discovered dependencies. When attribute values are considered, we manually checked through external websites, e.g., for names and genders we went to https://gender-api.com/, for zip code and city we used https://pypi.org/project/uszipcode/, and so forth We have also manually verified the discovered PFDs with 2-3 attributes on the LHS. Unfortunately, PFDs with multiple-attribute LHS is a very rare case. Hence, we focus on single LHS attribute PFDs in our experimental evaluation.
We fixed the minimum coverage to report a dependency to 10%, the allowed noise to 5%, and the minimum number of records that contain the pattern in each reported PFD to 5. These parameters are set empirically with the goal of allowing a trade-off between precision and recall. For example, from our experiments, the minimum support value K ≥ 4 will result in almost 100% precision but a low recall.
We show in Table 7 the results in terms of the number of dependencies, precision, and recall for the three strategies (rows 1-3, 5-7, 9, 11-12) . Note that we are counting the embedded dependencies, not the number of FDs, CFDs, or PFDs. We consistently discover more valid dependencies than FDep and CFDFinder with only two exceptions (T2 and T9). In 8 tables out of 15, all uncovered embedded dependencies are correct (P = 100%), and P ≥ 64% for all but two tables. In 9 tables, we were able to uncover all embedded dependencies (R = 100%), and R ≥ 80% for all but two tables. These dependencies ( Table 3 shows some of them) can only be captured if one takes into account partial attribute values, which in our case, are expressed through the constrained patterns.
A set of the dependencies can also be expressed using variable PFDs. We should note that we were able to generalize a reasonable number of dependencies to variable PFDṡ This is due to the strong connection between the attributes such as Year → Date. The number of dependencies that are represented by variable PFDs are shown in Table 7 (row 10) .
It should be noted that even though FDep and CFDFinder are revealing dependencies in the data, PFDs are showing the patterns in the data that is responsible for the dependency. For example, FDep reports (Full Name → Gender) because full name is almost a key which is reported to determine all the other attributes in the table. Our PFD method shows that the tokens that represent the first name are responsible for this dependency.
PFD Validation
In this experiment, we selected three embedded dependencies: {Full Name → Gender}, {Fax → State} and {Zip → City}, which we manually validated by consulting different web services. To this end, we extracted the pattern in each PFD and checked if that pattern actually determines the dependent value (we consider here only constant PFDs). More concretely, validating (Full Name → Gender) was performed by checking the gender associated with each first name using an API that retrieves the gender of each name (e.g., from https://gender-api.com/get?name=David). For validating (Fax → State), we collected the first three digits of the Fax numbers in each state and matched the first three digits and the state in each PFD with those in the real-world. Finally, we validated (Zip → City) using the "uszipcode" package at https://pypi.org/project/uszipcode/.
Table shows the precision and coverage of our method. A few PFDs in the "Full Name → Gender" were reported as errors because we considered the names which might be T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  T7  T8  T9  T10 T11  T12  T13  T14  T15   Size  # Columns  9  9  7  6  9  5  5  5  7  7  7  8  7  9 unisex names as errors even though the data shows that they are associated with a specific gender. Also, for (Fax → State), we noticed that some companies record the fax of their main branch for branches in other states which misled our PFD discovery algorithm. Overall, we achieved a very high precision (> 97%) for discovered PFDs. We also used CFDFinder to discover dependencies between attributes using partial values (patterns) instead of full values. However, CFDFinder was unable to discover the dependencies until we lowered the confidence parameter to 0.85, in which case, it reported dependencies between each pair of attributes, leading to a large number of false positives.
Error detection
Errors in Real-world Data. In this experiment, we show how good the discovered and validated PFDs are at finding errors. Given a table R and a PFD R(X → Y, tp), for each tuple t in R, if t[A] → tp[A] and t[B] = tp[B], then there is a violation of the PFD. When there is a violation of a PFD w.r.t. tuple t, the PFD will change t[B] according to the PFD, which is then compared with the ground truth. Note that if t[A] (i.e., the LHS) is erroneous, the precision will be lowered. Because of the high accuracy of our methods in discovering the correct PFDs as shown in Table 7 , we manually validated the dependencies and used the PFDs of each validated dependency to detect errors. Since we do not know all the errors that are present in each dataset, we only report precision. Again, we used the 15 datasets and run error detection using the manually validated dependencies.
Note that the university data has been manually curated multiple times and the ChEMBL database has already 24 versions and thus has gone through multiple curation steps. Discovering errors in such datasets is quite challenging. However, our PFD method was able to discover a set of errors that could not have been discovered otherwise. The results are shown in Table 7 (rows [14] [15] . We should note that we limited ourselves to PFDs for which we could decide, based on the knowledge available to us, whether the matching tuples contain an error. For example, T 10 (pref name → protein class desc,"Nicotinic acetylcholine receptor \A * → ion channel lgic ach chrn \A * ") is a valid PFD but we do not have access to the appropriate resources to check the reported errors. For the 10 tables on which we could report precision, we achieved 100% in 2 tables, then more than 77% in 3 tables, and more than 50% in 2 tables. The last 3 tables had a precision of less than 50%. This shows that in most cases, we are able to discover errors with a good precision. Examples of the discovered errors are shown in Table 3 .
A Controlled Evaluation. In this experiment, we evaluate how good is our approach at discovering valid PFDs that can then be effective in discovering injected errors and how robust it is in the presence of dirty data. To this end, we selected the {Zip → State} dependency from one the datasets. We manually cleaned the errors by deleting the twelve records (tuples) that contain erroneous values out of a total of 924 records. Afterwards, we injected errors at varying rates from 1%, 2%, . . . , 10%, to the "State" attribute. The injected values belong to the same attribute domain with changes that make them different from the original values. Since the attribute "State" contains values of 27 states, we considered two cases of noise: (i) outside the active domain: randomly select a value from the remaining 23 states, and (ii) from the active domain: select the value from the 26 states' abbreviations included in the attribute that differ from the current value.
The second case is expected to confuse the PFD discovery algorithm. We then run our PFD discovery on the dirty data and use the discovered PFDs to detect the injected errors.
In this experiment, we also take into account the effects of the parameters of our PFD discovery algorithm, namely the minimum support K and the ratio of allowed violations δ.
The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6 , for errors injected from outside the active domain and from the active domain, respectively. We used three values for K: 2, 4, and 6. We make the following observations: (i) As K increases, the precision increases but the recall decreases. In fact, when K = 6 the precision reaches the highest value for both cases and irrespective of the injected error rate as we require a high support value to declare the presence of a PFD. However, the recall suffers significantly as many valid PFDs are discarded. (ii) Overall, large values for δ lead to better recall but lower precision except for the larger value of K. Increasing δ allows for the discovery of more PFDs and thus the ability to discover more violations with the side-effect of more false positives and thus lower precision. A large value of K compensates for the latter effect. The different values of δ are shown by the different curves in each sub- figure. (iii) Usually, selecting the injected errors from the active domain would make it conceptually harder to discover errors than when the injected values are not from the active domain. However, our method is robust enough so it is not affected much by the selection of the error source. (iv) As expected, increasing the error rate confuses the algorithm as the noise increases and many PFDs are ignored because the number of violations becomes greater than the allowed threshold. This reduces the recall significantly where we can see that the discovered errors becomes less than 30% when the error rate reaches 10%.
A question that might be asked here is: what would happen if we inject errors on the LHS attributes? In this case, the injected erroneous values might produce new PFDs or would reduce the frequency of the existing patterns to be bellow the minimum support K such that the algorithm will not be able to discover the PFD in the first place and thus will reduce the recall in discovering the errors. We did not include the results for injecting errors in the LHS due to space limitations.
Efficiency
As discussed in Section 4.3, our method requires extra time compared with other methods to deal with partial values. However, we reduced the required time by deploying multiple indexes where the first index stores the patterns in each attribute with the records' ids that include that pattern. The other index stores the records' ids and the attributes' ids together with all the patterns that appeared in the cell of that attribute and record. This allows for fast retrieval of the patterns and hence a shorter running time. Since our method utilizes patterns in discovering the PFDs, we ignore all the attributes with numerical values except the attributes with integer values that represent codes such as phone numbers, IDs and Zip code. The number of different lengths of the numerical values in attributes that represent code is significantly small and in most case values have the same length. For example, a zip code could have 5 digits or 9 digits and phone numbers have 10 digits. This heuristic allows us to avoid a large number of unnecessary checks. Table 7 (rows 4,8, 13 and 14) reports the running time for FDep, CFDFinder and our PFD (both single and multiple LHS attributes) discovery. In general, FDep runs faster than CFDFinder, and CFDFinder runs faster than PFD, as expected; the discovered constraints are more complicated, as we move fromFDs to CFDs and then to PFDs. Our goal is to show that these algorithms can run in reasonable time, not to compare their runtimes, because they are used to discover different ICs.
RELATED WORK
Integrity Constraints. ICs have been widely studied for detecting data errors, such as FDs [4] , CFDs [12] , and denial constraints (DCs) [8] . PFDs differ from existing ICs in that PFDs are based on the key observation that partial attribute values, not necessarily entire values, are sufficient to determine values on correlated attributes. This fundamentally distinguishes PFDs from other ICs. Indeed, over infinite domains the consistency of PFDs is NP-complete while it is PTIME for CFDs and is always guaranteed for FDs. Pattern-based Error Detection. In practice, many systems (for example, Trifacta [40] and NADEEF [10] ) have predefined domain specific declarative rules to detect errors of wrong formats, such as phone numbers or email addresses. Instead of asking users to pre-define such rules, an interesting and practical idea is to automatically detect them. FAHES [31, 32] uses a similar idea that combines automatically discovered frequent patterns within a column and other statistics to detect disguised missing values. PFDs bridge ICs and pattern-based error detection methods for a single column, by allowing the use of patterns to enforce conditions across attributes, which were not previously used for ICs.
Other Error Detection Methods. There are also other types of tools for error detection: data transformation tools (e.g., Data Wrangler [21] and BlinkFill [35] ) that wrangle values within a column, quantitative error detection tools [42, 30] that expose outliers and glitches in the data, and also entity resolution for detecting duplicate data records [11, 36, 22, 27] .
Despite all these efforts, detecting data errors with high accuracy is far from automatic [2, 17] , and almost all practical tools (heavily) involve users to properly tune the parameters and provide feedback. PFDs shine some light on automatically detecting data errors by carefully examining the correlation of partial values across different attributes.
Integrity Constraints Discovery. Due to the importance of ICs, many techniques and systems have been proposed for discovering different kinds of ICs, namely, FDs [25, 29, 43] , temporal FDs [1], differential dependencies [37] , conditional differential dependencies [24] , CFDs [13, 34] , and order dependencies [39] . These techniques work on entire values and adapting them to PFD discovery is quite challenging; we have to carefully combine pattern discovery and data dependency discovery, to effectively and efficiently discover PFDs.
PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 1: Inference System
We first show I is sound, followed by its completeness. We only consider consistent PFDs Ψ, i.e., there exists an instance T such that I |= Ψ, since otherwise Ψ |= ψ trivially holds.
(I) I is sound. The soundness of I is a direct consequence of the definition of the rules and satisfaction of PFDs. More specifically, it can be proved by an induction on the length | | of the proof = ψ1
where each ri is one of the inference rules in Fig. 3 . The induction hypothesis H(k) is: If | | = k(k ≥ 1), then from that = ψ1, . . . , ψ k = ψ is a proof for ψ from Ψ we have that Ψ |= ψ. The induction step can be readily verified on the last proof step of and is omitted here due to space limit.
(II) I is complete. We prove that I is complete for the logical implication of PFDs in two steps as follows:
We first give an algorithm that computes, given a set Ψ of PFDs and a single PFD ψ = R(X → Y, tp) over relation schema R, a set W of attributes of R and associated patterns tW [A] for all A ∈ W , such that (i) ψW = R(X → W, tW ) can be implied from Ψ, and (ii) for any PFD ψ = R(X → Y, t p ) that can be implied from Ψ,
We denote by (X, tp[X]) Ψ the set {(A, tW [A]) | A ∈ W } and refer to it as the PFD-closure of (X, tp[X]) under Ψ. It is easy to verify that for any ψ = R(X → Y, tp) and set Ψ of PFDs, there exists a unique PFD-closure of (X, tp[X]) under Ψ.
In the second step, we constructively prove that if (W, tW ) is the PFD-closure of (X, tp[X]) under ψ, then there must exist a proof of ψW from Ψ.
Below we present these two steps in more details.
(I) From logical implication to PFD-closure. As shown in Fig. 7 [10] [11] ; and most importantly (4) It uses a different condition to check whether the closure set could be extended with new PFDs in Ψ (line 6): an PFD R(Y → A, tp) can possibly trigger an extension of closure only if attributes in Y all appear in closure and their patterns can subsume the patterns in closure for Y (condition (a.i)), or their patterns can extend those patterns in closure with inconsistent values (condition (a.ii)), or tp[A] is a constant while all attributes in Y that do not appear in closure have wildcard patterns ⊥ (condition (b)).
One can readily verify that the set closure returned by the algorithm is the PFD-closure of ψ under Ψ.
(II) From PFD-closure to inference proof. We next inductively construct, from the trace of computing (X, tp[X]) Ψ , a proof of R(X → W, tW ) from Ψ using I, where tW
For the base case, i.e., (A, tw[A]) added by line 2-3, the proof consists of one step with the Reflexivity rule.
When condition (a.i) is triggered, the interpreted proof is (denote by W the set of attributes in closure initially):
(1) R(X → W, tW ) (induction hypothesis);
(2) R(X → Y, tW [XY ]) (by (1) and the Reflexivity axiom); (2), (3) and the Transitivity axiom).
For the case when condition (a.ii) is triggered (assuming w.l.o.g. only B ∈ Y triggers (a.ii)), the interpreted proof consists of the following steps (denote by Y = Y \ {B0}): 
(by (2), (3) and LHS-Generalization). That is,
(by (4), (5) and the Transitivity axiom); (7) R(X → W, tW ) (induction hypothesis); (8) R(W → Y, tW ) (by (7) and the Reflexivity axiom); (9) R(X → A, tW ) (by (7), (8) , (6) and Transitivity).
For the case when condition (b) is triggered, one can similarly construct a proof using the Reduction axiom (omitted)
Proof of Theorem 2: Implication
The coNP-hard lower bound follows from the coNPhardness of the implication of CFDs [12] , as the CFDs are a special case of PFDs. Below we focus on the upper bound and show that the implication checking of PFDs remains in coNP.
To show the coNP upper bound, we give an NP algorithm for the complement of the implication problem. The algorithm decides, given a set Ψ of PFDs over relation R and another PFD ψ over R, whether Ψ |= ψ holds. To do this, the algorithm checks whether there exists an instance T of R such that I |= Ψ but I |= ψ. This is carried out by using a small model property, given as follows.
Consider a set Ψ of PFDs over relation schema R and PFD ψ = R(X → Y, tp). If there exists a nonempty instance T of R such that I |= Ψ but I |= ψ, then there must exist two tuples t, t ∈ I such that: (a) Is = {t, t } |= Ψ, (b) t[X] = t [X], and (c) either t
is of length no longer than ψ∈Ψ |t ψ [A]|, where t ψ [A] is the pattern of ψ on A and |t ψ [A]| is the length of the pattern.
Based on the small model property, we give an NP algorithm that checks whether Ψ |= ψ as follows:
(1) guess two tuples t and t such that for each attribute A, both t[A] and t [A] draw characters from the generalization tree and are of length bounded by ψ∈Ψ |t ψ [A]|; (2) check whether Is = {t, t } |= I and Is |= ψ; return "Yes" if so and go to step (1) otherwise. By the small model property, the algorithm correctly decides whether Ψ |= ψ. It is in NP since (a) there are at most exponentially in |R| and |Ψ| (the total length of PFDs in Ψ) many guesses for step (1) and (b) step (2) is in PTIME in |R| and |Ψ|. Therefore, the implication of PFDs is in coNP.
Proof of Theorem 3: Consistency
We only need to show that the consistency of PFDs is in NP and it is NP-hard when all domains are infinite. Note that the NP-hardness of the consistency checking of CFDs [12] does not carry over here since it only works for finite domains.
Upper bound. We show that the consistency checking of PFDs is in NP, by giving an NP algorithm. It is based on the following small model property. An NP algorithm. Using this property, we have an NP algorithm for consistency checking of PFDs working as follows:
(1) guess a tuple t with each value t[A] of attribute A draws characters from the generalization tree and is of length bounded by ψ∈Ψ |t ψ [A]|; (2) check whether It = {t} |= Ψ; return "Yes" if so and go to step (1) otherwise.
The algorithm is correct by the small model property. It is in NP since (a) there are at most 2 O(| ψ∈Ψ |ψ|+|R|) guesses for step (1) and (b) step (2) decidable in PTIME in | ψ∈Ψ |ψ|+ |R|, where |ψ| is the length of PFD ψ and so is |R|.
Lower bound. We show that the consistency of PFDs is NPhard over infinite domains by reduction from the nontautology problem, similar to the proof of consistency of CFDs [12] . More specifically, an instance of the nontautology problem is a DNF Boolean formula φ = C1 ∨· · ·∨Cn, where (a) variables in φ are x1, . . . , xm and (b) Cj is of the form j 1 ∧ j 2 ∧ j 3 , in which j i (i ∈ [1, 3] ) is either x k orx k for some k ∈ [1, m]. The problem is to decide whether there is a truth assignment such that φ is false. The problem is NP-complete [15] .
Given an instance φ of the nontautology problem, we define an instance of the PFD consistency problem, namely, a relation schema R over infinite domains and a set Ψ of PFDs on R such that φ is not a tautology if and only if Ψ is consistent.
(1) R is defined to be (X1, . . . , Xm, C), where all attributes Xi(i ∈ [1, m]) and C are over infinite domains of strings consisting of lower case letters (LU) and digits (D). As will be shown later, for each tuple t in an instance T of R, t[X1, . . . , Xm] encodes a truth assignment µ of variables x1, . . . , xm: µ(xi) = true if t[Xi] is a string starts with digits and µ(xi) = false if t[Xi] starts with lower case letters. Intuitively, any tuple t in an instance T of R that satisfies PFDs ψ1 − ψn must have t[C] as a string started with a digit if the truth assignment encoded by t[X1, . . . , Xm] makes φ true; moreover, if this the case then T does not satisfy ψn+1.
One can verify that Ψ is consistent iff there exists a truth assignment that makes φ false (omitted due to space limit).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced PFDs, a new class of ICs that can capture dependencies between partial attribute values, in contrast to previous ICs that consider the entire attribute values. We have provided a sound and complete set of inference axioms for PFDs. Moreover, we have proposed an effective and efficient algorithm to discover PFDs from the data even if is dirty, instead of asking domain experts to provide them manually. Most importantly, we have applied our solutions on many real-world datasets and found many "new" data errors that cannot be found by existing automatic error detection solutions. One followup work is to study effective pruning strategies for reducing the candidate attribute combinations for PFD discovery. Another future work is to test on more real-world datasets to examine PFDs with multiple LHS attributes.
